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ALGIERS:  More than 60 years since France started its nuclear tests
in Algeria, their legacy continues to poison relations between the
North African nation and its former colonial ruler. The issue has come
to the fore again after President Emmanuel Macron said in French
Polynesia on Tuesday that Paris owed “a debt” to the South Pacific ter-
ritory over atomic tests there between 1966 and 1996.

The damage the mega-blasts did to people and nature in the former
colonies remains a source of deep resentment, seen as proof of dis-
criminatory colonial attitudes and disregard for local lives. “Diseases
related to radioactivity are passed on as an inheritance, generation
after generation,” said Abderahmane Toumi, head of the Algerian vic-
tims’ support group El Gheith El Kadem.

“As long as the region is polluted, the danger will persist,” he said,
citing severe health impacts from birth defects and cancers to miscar-
riages and sterility. France carried out its first successful atomic bomb
test deep in the Algerian Sahara in 1960, making it the world’s fourth
nuclear power after the United States, the Soviet Union and Britain.

Today, as Algeria and France struggle to deal with their painful
shared history, the identification and decontamination of radioactive
sites remains one of the main disputes. In his landmark report on
French colonial rule and the 1954-62 Algerian War, historian Benjamin
Stora recommended continued joint work that looks into “the locations
of nuclear tests in Algeria and their consequences”.

France in the 1960s had a policy of burying all radioactive waste
from the Algerian bomb tests in the desert sands, and for decades de-
clined to reveal their locations.

‘Radioactive fallout’ 
Algeria’s former veterans affairs minister Tayeb Zitouni recently ac-

cused France of refusing to release topographical maps that would
identify “burial sites of polluting, radioactive or chemical waste not
discovered to date”. “The French side has not technically conducted
any initiative to clean up the sites, and France has not undertaken any
humanitarian act to compensate the victims,” said Zitouni. According
to the Ministry of the Armed Forces in Paris, Algeria and France now
“deal with the whole subject at the highest level of state”.

“France has provided the Algerian authorities with the maps it has,”
said the ministry. Between 1960 and 1966, France conducted 17 at-
mospheric or underground nuclear tests near the town of Reggane,
1,200 kilometres (750 miles) from the capital Algiers, and in mountain

tunnels at a site then called In Ekker.
Eleven of them were conducted after the 1962 Evian Accords,

which granted Algeria independence but included an article allowing
France to use the sites until 1967. A radioactive cloud from a 1962 test
sickened at least 30,000 Algerians, the country’s official APS news
agency estimated in 2012. French documents declassified in 2013 re-
vealed significant radioactive fallout from West Africa to southern Eu-
rope. Algeria last month set up a national agency for the rehabilitation
of former French nuclear test sites. In April, Algeria’s army chief of staff,
General Said Chengriha, asked his then French counterpart, General
Francois Lecointre, for his support, including access to all the maps.

‘We respect our dead’ 
Receiving the maps is “a right that the Algerian state strongly de-

mands, without forgetting the question of compensation for the Al-
gerian victims of the tests,” stressed a senior army officer, General
Bouzid Boufrioua, writing in the defence ministry magazine El Djeich.

“France must assume its historical responsibilities,” he argued.
President Abdelmadjid Tebboune, however, ruled out any demands for
compensation, telling Le Point weekly that “we respect our dead so
much that financial compensation would be a belittlement. We are not
a begging people.”

France passed a law in 2010 which provided for a compensation
procedure for “people suffering from illnesses resulting from exposure
to radiation from nuclear tests carried out in the Algerian Sahara and
in Polynesia between 1960 and 1998”.

But out of 50 Algerians who have since launched claims, only one,
a soldier from Algiers who was stationed at one of the sites, “has been
able to obtain compensation”, says the International Campaign to
Abolish Nuclear Weapons (ICAN).

No resident of the remote desert region has been compensated, it
said. In a study released a year ago, “Radioactivity Under the Sand”,
ICAN France urged Paris to hand Algeria a complete list of the burial
sites and to facilitate their clean-up.

The 2017 Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons obliges
states to provide adequate assistance to individuals affected by the
use or testing of nuclear weapons. It was signed by 122 UN member
states-but by none of the nuclear powers. France argued the treaty
was “incompatible with a realistic and progressive approach to nuclear
disarmament”. —AFP
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EU pushes Iraq 
to stem migrant 
flights to Belarus  
BRUSSELS: The European Union said yesterday it was press-
ing Iraq to help stem the flow of migrants to Belarus who are
then smuggled across the border into Lithuania. Brussels says
that about 2,700 migrants-most from Iraq-have crossed ille-
gally into the Baltic state and EU member in recent months.

Officials suspect the influx is being orchestrated by the Be-
larusian regime in retaliation against EU sanctions, with flights
ferrying migrants from Baghdad to Minsk. “We have been in
contact with the Iraqi government in order to better control
flights to Belarus and re-admit Iraqi nationals who want to re-
turn voluntarily or have no right to international protection,”
Home Affairs Commissioner Ylva Johansson wrote in a letter
to EU ministers.

EU foreign policy chief Josep Borrell said on Wednesday
that he had held talks with Iraq’s foreign minister “on how to
tackle increased number of Iraqi citizens irregularly crossing
from Belarus into Lithuania”.

“This is an issue of concern not only for one member state
but for the entire EU. We count on Iraq’s support,” Borrell
wrote on Twitter. Baghdad pledged earlier this month to in-
vestigate the alledged smuggling of people to Lithuania and
has set up a joint committee with the EU to discuss migration
matters.

A spokesman for the bloc said yesterday that “a large part”
of those crossing into Lithuania did not appear eligible to
claim asylum in the EU. Brussels has threatened to ratchet up
sanctions that it has slapped on Belarus since last year over a
crackdown on protests against a disputed elections.

The EU last month hit key sectors of the Belarusian econ-
omy after Minsk forced a European airliner to land in order
to arrest a dissident journalist. —AFP

Palestinian boy 
shot by Zionist 
army dies 
JERUSALEM: A Palestinian boy wounded by Zionist army fire in
the occupied West Bank on Wednesday has died from his wounds,
the Palestinian health ministry said. Mohamad al-Alami, 12, died in
the town of Beit Omar, to the northwest of the flashpoint city of He-
bron, after he was shot in the chest while travelling in a car with his
father, the ministry said in a statement.

He is the second young Palestinian to die of wounds sustained
by Israeli fire in days. In a statement, the Zionist army said soldiers
had seen men get out of a vehicle near a military checkpoint and
begin digging in the ground.

“Troops approached the scene with caution and upon exami-
nation found two bags, one of which contained the body of a new-
born infant,” it added. When a vehicle approached the same spot

a little while later, the army “concluded that it was the same vehi-
cle as before” and attempted to stop it by shouting and firing
shots into the air.

When the vehicle did not stop, a soldier fired at its wheels. “We
are looking into the claim that a Palestinian minor was killed as a re-
sult of the gunfire,” the army said. “The incident is being reviewed
by senior commanding officers. In addition, the military police has
launched an investigation into the circumstances of the event.”

On Saturday a 17-year-old Palestinian died from wounds he re-
ceived the day before. Mohammed Munir al-Tamimi, who suffered
gunshot wounds, died in hospital, the Palestinian health ministry said,
a day after violence in the Palestinian village of Beita. Hundreds of
Palestinians had gathered on Friday afternoon in Beita, a hot spot in
recent months, to protest against the nearby wildcat Jewish settle-
ment outpost of Eviatar.

The clashes pitted Palestinians against Jewish soldiers and re-
sulted in 320 Palestinians being wounded, according to the Red
Crescent. And late Tuesday, a 41-year-old Palestinian was shot
dead near Beita, the Palestinian health ministry said. All Jewish set-
tlements in the West Bank are regarded as illegal by most of the
international community. —AFP

TAMANRASSET: File photo taken on February 25, 2010 shows a man walks past
a fence at the entrance of the former French nuclear bomb test site of Tena Fila
mountain at Ain Ekra in Tamanrasset, 2000 kilometres south of Algiers. —AFP


